


VILCO

A modern congress center combined with the 

historic „Kurhaus“ is located in the middle of the 

Rhein-Main area. It is close to the Frankfurt 

Airport and is excellently connected by the 

motorway and tram.

This space is variously usable and individualy 

scalable for any size of an event – all with a 

state-of-the-art infrastrucure. 

Impressive: ten-meter ceiling in the „Großer 

Saal“.

Inspiring: a great view of the historic spa garden 

and the „Nidda“-river from all foyer areas.

Soothing: 180 rooms in the newly built and

directly connected Dorint-Parkhotel which

allows meeting and living in one place.

Comfortable: the 350 parking spots in the

underground car park ensure a comfortable

arrival and departure.

So then: Arrive, experience and stay the night

at a quiet place in the heart of a vibrant region

of Rhein-Main.

The metropolitan region Frankfurt is very 

attractive to the ones looking for event 

locations.



OUR OFFER FOR YOUR EVENT



LOCATION & ARRIVAL

Address 

VILCO

Niddastraße 1

61118 Bad Vilbel

Reachability

9 - minute walk to Bad Vilbel main station

9 - minute walk to Südbahnhof Bad Vilbel

25 minutes to Frankfurt Airport

25 minutes to the Frankfurt City Centre

30 minutes to the Frankfurt Central Station

30 minutes to Messe Frankfurt



Parking spaces for customers, agencies and service providers. 

We have about 350 parking spots in the underground car park of the VILCO which enables a comfortable and carefree arrival. 

In addition, 20 E-Charging stations will be provided as well. 

A further 140 parking spaces are available in the car park “Niddaplatz”.

PARKING VILCO



Relaxed arrival. At the VILCO.

Yes. The parking in most event loactions is a problem. But not in the VILCO. 

Our shuttle picks up your guests: either directly from your office, from the train station, airport or hotel.

Just ask us and we would be more then happy to create an individual travel concept together with our partner BOHR.

No cars on site – no chaos and no scramble, right? Just relaxed meetings and after work celebrations. 

SHUTTLE CONCEPT VILCO



Arrive relaxed. 

The arrival and departure is simple: 

From Frankfurt:

Bus S6: From Frankfurt “Hauptbahnhof” or “Konstabler Wache” in direction “Frankfurt-Friedberg” until the stop “Bad Vilbel Süd” 

Distance: 650 m 

Tact: every 30 minutes

Bus 30: From “Konstablerwache” in direction “Bad Vilbel Bahnhof” until the stop “Bad Vilbel Südbahnhof”

Distance: 650 m 

Tact: every 10 minutes

ARRIVAL WITH ÖPNV 



EVENT TICKET DEUTSCHE BAHN

A relaxed arrival. At VILCO.

If you and your guests want to travel with “Deutsche Bahn“, just get yourself a special event-ticket: 

− Fixed rate for 1st and 2nd class

− 100% with green energy

− Bookable 6 months beforehand

− Includes City Ticket for travel distances up to 100km or more 

Thanks to the good public transport and the connection between the  Frankfurt Main Station and VILCO, you are able to offer your guests a relaxed 

and climate-neutral arrival and departure. 

  

Book an event ticket

https://www.veranstaltungsticket-bahn.de/?event=3198&language=de
https://www.veranstaltungsticket-bahn.de/?event=3198&language=de
https://www.veranstaltungsticket-bahn.de/?event=4165&language=en
https://www.veranstaltungsticket-bahn.de/?event=4165&language=en
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